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What  festival  do
you  celebrate  in
your country?

   -Community
   -society
   -friendship

Do you prefer living
in  a  big  city  or  a
small town?

   -Local culture
   -neighbourhood
   -commute

Describe  a  typical
Spanish family.

   -siblings
   -relatives
   -to gather

What is a custom in
your  country  that
you don't like?

   -therefore
   -to be keen on
   -to disagree

Why is it important
to  learn  a  foreign
language?

   -globalisation
   -cultural diversity
   -to improve

Which  custom  do
foreigners enjoy in
your country?

   -due to
   -local economy
   -traditionally

Which  custom  in
your  country  is
associated to food?

   -meal
   -to feed
   -a gathering

Does discrimination
exist  in  your
country?

   -poverty 
   -equality
   -rights

In  your  country,
are men and women
treated  equally  at
work?
   -maternity leave
   -childcare
   -social ladder

Is  the  living
standard  measured
economically  or
cuturally?
   -growth
   -capital
   -knowledge

What  is  a
stereotype  about
your country?

   -it is said
   -one might think
   -belief

How  has  your
society  made  you
the person you are?

   -experience
   -to forge
   -to go through 

How has technology
changed society?

   -discovery
   -increase
   -to look for

What  is  a  perfect
society for you?

   -ethics
   -solidarity
   -values

Do the majority of
adults  vote in  your
country?

   -suffrage
   -elections
   -voting booth

Does  your  country
have  any  stupid
laws?

   -hard to believe
   -unlikely
   -disapprouve

Is  corruption
common  in  your
country?

   -embezzlement
   -public opinion
   -priviledges

What is a rule that
you  think  should
exist?

   -perhaps
   -to enforce
   -necessity
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If  you  could
recycle more, would
you?

   -environment
   -to preserve
   -global warming

Tell me some of the
personal  values  you
have.

   -altruism
   -courage
   -integrity

What do  you  think
about  voluntary
work?

   -initiative
   -to achieve
   -to contribute

What things do you
believe in?

   -belief
   -respect
   -open-mindedness

Do  you  believe  in
ghosts? Why?

   -paranormal
   -in fact
   -witchcraft

Why  is  friendship
important?

   -relationship
   -kindness
   -concern

What  are  your
ambitions,  hopes
and fears?

   -pride 
   -to lack
   -knowledge

What  values  are
important in a job?

   -teamwork
   -fair
   -feedback

What  is  the  most
important  value
your parents taught
you?
   -justice
   -respect
   -initiative

What  is  the  worst
injustice for you?

   -common good
   -fairness
   -moral

What  is  the  worst
trait  a  person  can
have?

   -dishonesty
   -to double cross
   -trustworthy

Describe your ideal
partner.

   -perhaps
   -wealth
   -principles

What  would  you
never do?

   -prevent
   -to hurt
   -to neglect

What do you do to
help others?

   -support
   -to be involved in
   -meaningful

Would  you  ever
steal/cheat/do
sotheming illegal?

   -to get caught
   -moral dilemma
   -thief

What  do  you  value
in a friend?

   -honnesty
   -reliable
   -to count on

Is there a product
you would never buy
because  of  your
principles?
   -cruelty
   -mass production
   -to abuse

What do people do
that annoys you?

   -to irritate
   -furthermore
   -principles
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What is a good age
to  start  your
working life?

   -teenager
   -adulthood
   -responsibility

Do  teenagers  have
part-time  jobs  in
your country?

   -legal
   -experience
   -teenagehood

What  is  more
important:
experience  or
qualifications?
   -degree
   -career
   -skills

Are  people  more
educated  than  50
years ago?

   -literacy
   -ability
   -education

What  would  your
dream job be?

   -I wish
   -opportunity
   -rewarding

What do  you  think
is a difficult job to
do?

   -challenging
   -to struggle
   -the way I see it

How  do  you  fight
stress  at  work  (or
school/university)?

   -leisure
   -to release
   -overwhelming

Can you be friends
with co-workers?

   -friendship
   -to be biased
   -conflict

How  important  is
feedback at work?

   -to improve
   -progress
   -learning

What  is  more
important:  liking
your  job  or  a  high
salary?
   -to borrow
   -income
   -need

At  what  age  do
people  usually
retire  in  your
country?
   -pension
   -unemployment
   -to impact

How  have  working
conditions  changed
in  the  recent
years?
   -to worsen
   -to improve
   -despite

As a child, what did
you  want  to  be
when you grew up?

   -used to
   -grown-up
   -to hope

Would  you  like  to
start  your  own
business? Why?

   -ownership
   -independence
   -schedule

Do  you  agree  with
a  three  day
weekend?

   -free time
   -to appreciate
   -to focus

Children have a lot
of  holidays.  How
does  that  affect
parents at work?
   -daycare
   -to hire
   -extracurricular

Should  paternity
and maternity leave
be  the  same
length?
   -equality
   -to bond
   -to lengthen

Some  companies
allow  workers  to
work  from  home.
Do you agree?
   -to plan
   -to believe
   -stressful
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Is  there  a  lot  of
congestion  where
you live?

  -pollution
  -exhaust fumes
-greenhouse effect

Do  you  recycle?
How?

   -rubbish
   -waste
   -environment

What  was  the  last
natural  disaster  in
your country?

   -flood
   -earthquake
   -drought

What do you do to
prevent  global
warming?

   -biodegradable
   -recycling
   -to use up

What  do  you  think
about carpooling?

   -global warming
   -petrol
   -to reduce

Do you know about
any clean energy?

   -renewable
   -sustainable
   -carbon dioxide

What  do  you  think
about  nuclear
power?

   -plant
   -waste
   -biohazard

How can we prevent
deforestation?

   -desertification
   -recycling
   -packaging

What  animal  has
become  extinct  in
your country?

   -poaching
   -illegally
   -endangered

How involved should
politics  be  in  the
protection  of  the
environment?
   -campaign
   -to enforce
   -punishable

Do you know of any
organisation  that
helps  protect  the
environment?
   -vonlunteer
   -Greenpeace
   -NGO

Tell  me about wind
energy.

   -wind turbines
   -habitat
   -natural resource

Tell me about solar
energy.

   -solar panels
   -plant
   -energy

Should we send our
waste to space?

   -ethics
   -to pollute
   -harmful

Organic  food:  is  it
better?

   -pesticide
   -insects
   -toxic

How  is  the
recycling system in
your  city
organised?
   -container
   -colour-coded
   -garbage

What  do  you  think
about GMOs?

   -production
   -health hazard
   -hunger

How can we prevent
food wastage?

   -charity
   -over production
   -quality
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Who do you look up
to?

   -admire
   -therefore
   -as

What artist do you
admire?

   -to perform
   -audience
   -inspiration

Do  public  figures
have  the  right  to
privacy?

  -public opinion
  -to set an example
  -to guess

Should  people  like
the  Pope  or  the
King have a private
life?
   -threat
   -protection
   -clarity

What do  you  think
about  surveillance
cameras  in  the
streets?
   -Big Brother
   -prevention
   -intrusion

If  you  had  the
opportunity to meet
someone, who would
it be?
  -privilege
 -to look forward to
  -would

Tell  me  about
someone  you  know
who  tries  to  give
back to the people.
   -kind-hearted
   -solidarity
   -to give back

Do  you  think
celebrities earn too
much money?

   -gap
   -income
   -social classes

Do  you  think  that
all  politicians  are
corrupt?

   -greedy
   -powerful
   -political party

What  are  the
advantages of being
famous?

   -fame
   -autograph
   -passion

What  are  the
disadvantages  of
being famous?

   -stalker
   -privacy
   -to gossip

Who  is  an
important  public
figure  in  your
country?
   -to reckon
   -to pave the way
   -admirable

Do  you  know  of  a
recent  scandal
involving  a  public
figure?
   -to gossip
   -to offend
   -public eye

Tell  me  about  a
person  you  know
who deserves to be
famous.
   -merit
   -to be dedicated
   -goals

What would you be
famous for?

   -to aim for
   -ambition
   -willpower

Complete: 
If I were famous, I
would...

   -to make the most
   -however
   -celebrity

Do you think artists
have  too  much
influence  on
teenagers?
   -minor
   -the media
   -exposure

Do  you  know  of  a
public  figure
involved  in
voluntary work?
   -activist
   -to protest
   -involvement
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